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Abstract:  Today, using thermal and chemical reduction and
solubility, graphene oxide is produced in large scale. Since there are
various methods for producing graphene, each of which allocates
properties to the produced graphene, the purpose of this research
is to investigate graphite delamination using anionic surfactants
and produce graphene by means of computational methods. e
research method was applied in order to perform molecular
dynamics analysis, first, (the minimum) force that each atom
imposes to other atoms was calculated. is is the total gradient
of the system’s energy according to the coordinates of the related
atom. A Bayesian method was used for dynamic modeling, which,
on average, uses dynamic parameters instead of their estimates.
e Gaussian Process Dynamic Model (GPDM) was completely
defined by a set of low-level data representations and was observed
by both dynamics and modeling of GP regression (Gaussian
process regression). en, using the Gaussian soware, along with
empirical results or just using this soware, the molecular state
and reactions and their mechanisms were simulated. e results
indicated that the presence of benzene, ether and carbo xyl groups
in the optimal structure facilitates the entry of surfactants into the
sheets and that the agent to start the separation of the graphene
sheets adhered to each other by comparing the results of this study
between the two surfactants, it was found that the gap to change
by separation layers between the graphene plates is different for
two surfactants. Besides, the difference in the polarity of the
surfactants resulted in the final polarization of the surfactant and
graphene system. erefore, the difference in the polarity causes
the difference in the solubility. Keyword: Anionic surfactants,
Graphene, Gaussian, Graphite delamination.

Resumen:  Hoy, utilizando la reducción térmica y química y
la solubilidad, el óxido de grafeno se produce a gran escala.
Dado que existen varios métodos para producir grafeno, cada
uno de los cuales asigna propiedades al grafeno producido,
el propósito de este trabajo es investigar la delaminación de
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grafito utilizando tensioactivos aniónicos y producir grafeno
mediante métodos computacionales. El método de investigación
fue aplicado para estudiar la dinámica molecular, para ello,
primero se calculó la fuerza (mínima) que cada átomo impone a
otros átomos. Este es el gradiente total de la energía del sistema de
acuerdo con las coordenadas del átomo relacionado. Se utilizó un
método bayesiano para el modelado dinámico, que, en promedio,
utiliza parámetros dinámicos en lugar de sus estimaciones. El
modelo dinámico del proceso gaussiano (GPDM) se definió
completamente por un conjunto de representaciones de datos de
bajo nivel y se observó tanto por la dinámica como por el modelado
de la regresión GP (regresión del proceso gaussiano). Luego,
usando el soware gaussiano, junto con resultados empíricos
o simplemente usando este soware, se simularon el estado
molecular y las reacciones y sus mecanismos. Los resultados
indicaron que la presencia de grupos benceno, éter y carboxilo en la
estructura óptima facilita la entrada de tensioactivos en las láminas
y el agente para comenzar la separación de las láminas de grafeno
adheridas entre sí al comparar los resultados de este estudio en
los dos tensioactivos, se encontró que el espacio para cambiar por
capas de separación entre las placas de grafeno es diferente para
cada uno de los dos tensioactivos. Además, la diferencia en la
polaridad de los tensioactivos dio como resultado la polarización
final del tensioactivo y el sistema de grafeno. Por lo tanto, la
diferencia en la polaridad causa la diferencia en la solubilidad.

Palabras clave: Tensioactivos aniónicos, Grafeno, Gaussian,
Graphite delamination, Tensioactivos aniónicos, Grafeno,
Gaussian, Graphite delamination.

INTRODUCTION

e term graphene was first introduced by Hanns-Peter Boehm (1962). He was
the one who intended to use this term to describe a single layer carbon foil. Many
scientists thought that carbon plate, at this small thickness which is equal to the
diameter of a carbon atom, could not be stable, and for many years thereaer,
the researches were not continued on this subject. (Konstantin Novoselov and
Andre Geim, 2004), for the first time, successfully used adhesive tape to separate
the graphene plates. e continuous tape was repeatedly used to separate graphite
into thinner pieces. en the strip of separated pieces of graphite was dissolved
in acetone and, aer a few processes, single layer of grapheme was deposited on
a silicon disc. It should be mentioned that an optical microscope was used to
control these steps. is method is known as the Scotch tape and was a surprise
for the physics community, and for this reason, Jim and (Geim et al. 2010) from
the University of Manchester won the Nobel Prize in Physics. e graphene
produced by this method was very expensive since the production process was
difficult. Hence, today, with the passage of time and the development of new
methods, the process of graphene sheet exfoliation is performed by much less
expensive ways. Graphene was previously studied by Wallace (1947). He studied
the physics of solid graphene and predicted its electronic structure.

Today, graphene can be produced in large quantities through thermal and
chemical reduction, and thermal dissolution of graphene oxide. ese multi-
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purpose methods are measurable and suitable for a wide variety of applications.
Potential applications are emerging to exploit the graphene properties. One
example is optical electrodes and plasma devices which are based on optical
and electronic properties. Both optical and electrical properties are the most
important new developments of photocatalyst (Adán-Más, 2013). At present,
aer the production of grapheme, the most attractive aspect is to create a
regulatory band gap within the initial graphene sheets (Zou, 2018).

Due to its unique physical properties, graphene has widespread applications
in the electronic field. Among these properties, the mobility of charged particles
inside the grapheme which is shown by the letter μ, is very important. e
mobility of graphene is 100,000 cm2 / v.s, and the saturation velocity has been
reported to be about 5 × 107 m / s. All of these properties made graphene
a potent conductor for electronic applications including transistors (Huang,
2018). Graphene layers in multi-layer graphene are joined together with van
der Waals forces. e existence of these van der waals forces can change the
static and dynamic behavior, as well as the mechanical and electrical properties
of multi-layered graphene. In studying the static and dynamic behavior of
multilayer graphene, various methods such as molecular dynamics simulation,
molecular mechanics and continuous media mechanics (continuum mechanics)
are used. Due to the hardware constraints and spending a lot of time to simulate
on a relatively large scale, the use of analytical methods is of greater interest
to researchers. In analytical methods, each graphene layer is modeled based
on Euler-Bernoulli or Tymoshenko beam theory and classical and Mindlin
plate theory, the classical theories of modulated plates, and the forces resulting
from interlayer van der waals bonding, in the form of a pressure term that is
proportional to the relative displacement between the adjacent layers. According
to this definition, only the compressive and tensile effects of van der waalse force
can be modeled. While the experiments showed that graphene plates have the
potential to slip on each other and van der Waals forces show shear strength.
erefore, in these types of analyses, the interlayer shear effect of multi-layered
graphene is ignored (Bonaccorso, 2015). e mechanical exfoliation d is capable
of producing single-layer and multi-layer graphite, but the graphite thickness
obtained by this method is 10 nm which is approximately equal to 30 layers
of single-layer graphene. In fact, by this method, graphene layers that by the
van der Waals interaction are interconnected in a graphite structure can be
separated from the graphite surface. Finally, by compressing cellophane strips on
the final substrate, the graphene layer can be transferred to another surface. is
method requires a very high accuracy otherwise the thick layers of graphite will
be producing (Zavabeti et al. 2017). None of the mention synthesis methods,
such as chemical synthesis, lithography, and cutting graphene sheets into narrow
strips cannot producing these tapes in large-scale. On the other hand, the CVD
method is only able to creating metal- grapheme strips. While to use graphene
nano-strips to produce the electronic devices such as field-effect transistors or
sensors, a method that allows producing graphen strips in large scale and in the
form of semiconductors was needed. Untwisting and cutting carbon nanotubes
in the longitudinal direction not only can produce high-quality graphene nano-
strips on a large scale, by patterning the process of cutting nanotubes, it can also
create nano-strips with different electronic properties (Agel, 2012). In order to
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utilizing the high conductivity of this material along with its potential to provide
a thin film, usually chemical reduction of graphite oxide used. (Kumar, 2017).

In most cases, ultrasonic vibration is used to remove the gap between the plates
and produce a fully distributed single-layer graphene oxide which crushes the
plates. e resulting plates are so small (from hundreds of nm to several microns)
that are not suitable to be used in electrical devices. To reduce this problem, other
methods such as magnetic stirring can be used to separate the plates from each
other (Muthoosamy, 2017).

In analytical methods, according to Euler-Bernoulli or Tymoshenko beam
theory and classical and Mindlin plate theory, and the forces generated by
interlayer van der waals bonds, each graphene layer is usually modeled as
compression term proportional to the relative displacement of adjacent layers.
e definition of this model can only model the compressive and tensile effects
of van der waals bonds. While the experiments showed that the graphene plates
have the ability to slid on each other and the van der Waals forces exhibit a
resistive effect to interlayer slip which is shown as shear strength. erefore,
in this type of analysis, the interlayer shear effect of multi-layered graphene
resulted from the interlayer van der waals forces is ignored. Studies have shown
that in multi-layer grapheme, the interlayer shear modulus is about 0.25 GPa.
Although the interlayer shear modulus is lower than in-plane elastic modulus,
the same shear modulus can influence the static and dynamic behavior of multi-
layer graphene. Interlayer interaction and relative displacement of multilayered
graphene have not yet been thoroughly investigated (Chen, 2017).

A particular type of layered graphite compounds have been used as the
precursor in the production of colloidal suspensions from single-layer graphene
sheets. Ideally, the use of graphite, layered graphite compounds and expandable
graphite create the possibility of producing a suspension of high quality graphene
sheets (almost pure graphene). Colloidal suspensions from graphene sheets
in organic solvents such as NMP were obtained using ultrasonic radiation of
graphite powder. Although the concentration of suspension (1-12%) is not high,
the use of this method leads to the production of high quality graphene. Using a
model that contains graphene surface energy and coherence energy of the solvent,
good solvents are classified to form a homogeneous colloidal suspension (Kim,
2018).

Sa’d Abadi (2018) investigated the production and characterization of
reduced graphene oxide nanocomposite- zinc oxide nanocomposite and its
medical applications. e results showed that the existence of zinc in the RGO-
ZnO nanocomposite was confirmed by Zn peaks in EDS data. Finally, the
toxic effect of graphene oxide (anti-cancer) and three samples with different
percentages of nano-composite on the vitality of the N2A cells were investigated.
Furthermore, the higher concentration has more toxic effect on these cells.
However, in the case of RGO-ZnO nanocomposite with GO / Zn (Ac) = 0/72,
this effect was observed at lower concentrations.

Rezaei (2018) studied the synthesis, detection and performance of drug release
in graphene oxide- protein nano-composites. In this project, the drug delivery
system based on graphene oxide and human serum albumin was designed to
increase the time of Oxaliplatin delivery. Protein synthesis was accomplished by
dissolution method and graphene oxide using Hummer’s method. Furthermore,
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the results of the study showed that for both structures, the drug release
mechanism is of penetration type. Using cyclic voltammetric test, release
mechanism was evaluated and the results were in agreement with the results of
absorption spectroscopy.

Zhang et al. (2017) investigated the direct exfoliation of graphite in graphene
aqueous solution using a new surfactant derived from motor oil. e results
showed that, graphene dispersion with high constancy had higher concentration
(0.477 mg / mL) from other surfactants with an optimum SUEO dose of
0.5 g / L at 4-hour extraction time. e SUEO function can be attributed
to its specific molecular structure, which its hydrophobic components consists
cycloalkanes / aromatics with different molecular weights and / or the side-chain
R with different lengths. is study presents a new classification of dispersion
factors for graphene, which helps the process of exfoliating in water with high-
concentration and stabilization of graphene plates against the re-accumulation.

Monajjemi (2017) in a research investigated the liquid phase exfoliating (LPE)
of graphite for graphene. In this study, they showed that sulfone groups in
surfactants are most effective for any dispersion in the LPE process. In addition,
ionic surfactants in compare with non-ionic surfactants or zevitune shapes have
excellent efficiency. Generally, these sequences are shown for each dispersion in
the LPE process: cation> anion> zwitterion> nonionic. In this research, with
the choice of graphite Nano layer with suitable length and dimensions able
to interact with anionic surfactant molecules which according to the results
of the DFT calculations performed in the previous chapter, had positive and
proper results. e results of Gaussian calculations and energy levels and bonding
intervals indicate the success of flakiness in the graphite layers by anionic
surfactants, which in this chapter, is illustrated the results of interaction between
graphite layers together and with the intended anionic surfactant by quantum
mechanical calculations of DFT and proposing suggestions in this matter.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Gaussian Soware

Gaussian soware is able to predict the properties of many molecules and
reactions. eory is achieved with basis sets. e program is able to predict
various properties of molecules and reactions, such as drawing optimum
structure of molecules, binding energies and reaction, reaction mechanism,
energy of basis state structures and transition states, studying the visible spectra-
ultraviolet, Raman, IR and NMR, molecular orbitals, computations of atomic
charges and multipolar momentum, electron affinity and ionization potential,
polarization capability, coating constants, magnetic permeability, electrostatic
potentials and electron density, vibration frequency and thermochemistry
properties. By using the Gaussian soware (Gaussian09w soware) along with
empirical results or without it, can simulate the state of molecule its reactions
and mechanism. Gaussian Soware input file is a simple text file. e simplicity
of this file means that the file should be free from any written format such as
font type and size, paragraph, color etc. Due to this reason for providing input
files, a simple text editor soware such as Vi or Gedit must be used in the Unix
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environment or Notepad environment in Windows. e Gaussian soware does
not have a graphical interface, so the input file must be made with other soware
such as Gaussview or HyperChem. For doing computations, the computation
method and set basis must be specified.

Molecular Dynamic

In order to do the molecular dynamics, (least) force that each atom enters
into other atoms is calculated. is is the total gradient of the system’s energy
according to the coordinates of the atom. A Bayesian method was used for
dynamic modeling, which on average used dynamic parameters instead of
estimating them. Inspired by the fact that the nonlinear regression averaging
resulted in a Gaussian process (GP) model, shown that integration on the
parameters can also be done in the closed form of nonlinear dynamic systems. e
Gaussian Process of Dynamic Model (GPDM), was completely defined by the
set of data’s compact representation and learned by both , the observed dynamic
and the mapping from GP regression ) (Figure 1 as a natural consequence of
the general regression, GPDM eliminates the need to select several parameters
associated with the approximators function, while it retains nonlinear dynamic
control and observation.

Figure 1 Time series graphic models (a) Non-linear hidden variable model for time
series. (Hyperparameters) alpha and beta are not shown (b) GPDM model. Since the

mapping parameters of A and B are marginalized, all the latent ordinates X = [x1,
x2, ... xn] are jointly correlated, as all of them are dependent to Y = [y1, y2, ... yn].

Two main issues are the use of switching linear models and nonlinear
transition functions such as Radial Basis Functions. Both of these approaches
needed enough educational data that could include parameters of the switching
system or basis functions. It was difficult to determine the proper number of basic
functions. In Kernel or dynamic modeling, linear dynamics was used to model
the nonlinear systems but a density function was not generated on the data.

RESULT

e computational DFT method was one of the most comprehensive
computational methods, according to the information it provided. Due to
these capabilities, the DFT computational method was selected for evaluation.
erefore, all the desired structures were optimized by using DFT density theory
method at the Cam-B3LYP / Lanl2dz level, which a brief description of its
implementation steps is presented in below.
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Simulation Steps

Initially, the chemical structure of the graphite plates and set of graphite layers
were designed in the absence and presence of surfactants in Gaussian VIO
soware, which in Figure. 2 schema of this step presented.

Figure 2. is the schema of designing graphene and surfactant structure in the Gaussian soware on the
right side figure and designed structure of graphene plate by the same soware on the le side figure.

In the next step, in the computing section they were converted into Gaussian
soware input files (glf postfix) which in the Figure 4 schema of this simulation
step were presented.

First, the graphite layer and some graphite layers were plotted ,and the related
calculations were performed ,and then the surfactant was entered into the system
of two and more layers, and energy calculations and repetitive layered distances
and the results of the pre and post input of the surfactant were calculated. To
conduct the NBO command in Gaussian soware, # B3LY / 6-311 ++ G * POP
= NBO command was used and then the program was run. e energy which
forms the Graphene structure designed was computed by Gaussian and the data
available in table 1 were obtained.

Table 1. Energy which forms Graphene structure designed by Gaussian.

Spectrum IR structure of Graphene designed by Gaussian in the Figure 3 has
been presented.

Figure 3. Spectrum InfraRed of Graphene sheet
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e mass of electrons cloud of Van der Waals bond of Graphene sheet
considered in figure 4.

Figure 4. Electronic structure of Van der Waals bond of Graphene sheet considered.

In Table 2. orbital energy level HOMO, LUMO, Graphene sheet has been
given according to volt electron.

Table 2 Orbital energy HOMO, LUMO, Graphene sheet

e shape of the HOMO orbital of two Graphene layers has been shown
in Figure. 5, because of the Pi Bond resonance in the natural molecular orbital
Graphene structure, this molecule is very vast and contiguous.

Figure 5. Orbitals HOMO , Graphite one layer

In Figure 6, orbital LUMO, single Graphene sheet has been given. Due to
the continuous structure and resonance existent, the large unbounded molecular
orbital is observed in this structure.
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Figure 6. Orbitals LUMO, single Graphite layer

In table 3, energy which forms dipole, Graphite, symmetrical groups obtained
from Gaussian DFT computations has been shown.

Table 3. Energy which forms Graphite 2 layers based on Hartree Fock

NBO Reviews

Table 4. Rate of energy of orbitals HUMO and LUMO, Graphite 2 layers

Review of bonding intervals of Graphite 2 layers

Table 5. Review of bonding and interlayer arrangements of Graphite 2 layers

In figure 7, the mechanism of arrangement using anionic surfactants has been
given. (Trainer et al., 2017).
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Figure 7. Graphite sheets and their ductility by anionic surfactant molecules through electron repulsion.

LUMO Orbital review:

e empty orbital of this compound is also important because they are able to
interact with the electron mass. erefore, the HOMO and LUMO energy levels
of the surfactant molecule play a very important role in generating the interaction
between this molecule and the graphite layers (Figure 8). is interaction helps to
emplace this compound between the layers and will cause the formation energy
and stability of the system to be less negative (Figure 8).

Figure 8. orbital LUMO Surfactant Sodium -4-Aktylvksy Benzoate from different angles.

Aer designing the structure and its implementation as the Gaussian input
file, the structure and input of the optimization command, the structure of
output of the Gaussian soware, the structure of optimization of Graphene
sheets in presence of the desired surfactant were presented. at by measuring
the arrangements of the sheets and the bonds, it can be found out that the
repulsion between Serbenzoate and Carboxylic group with Graphite sheets is
more than the linear sequence (Alkene) of this surfactant that way in the part
which arrangement sequence of two graphite sheets is present less than the part
which Benzoate is present. e optimal structure of output of the soware has
been shown in the following figure.
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Figure 9. Arrangement of anionic surfactant between two Graphene layers

Due to the arrangement of anionic surfactant between two Graphite layers
Figure 9, input of the surfactant through the interaction of the pi electronic
cloud and the massive bonds network existed in the graphite sheets occur. Also,
the interaction between the load of the carboxylic acid surfactant group and the
graphite pi orbitals occurs, and following this interaction, the alkene sequence
also enters the gap between the two layers of Graphene and makes sheets in the
structure separated and distributed monotonously. Also, the C-O-C Ether group
available in the structure of this surfactant prevents the Graphite sheets are re-
bonded aer initial separation. If surfactant sequence is longer, the desire and
ability for separating the sheets will be increased by surfactant.

e energy which forms surfactant and two layers of Graphite

e formation energy of three-layer graphite in the presence of sodium 4- oxylox
benzoate is presented in the following table.

Table 6. e formation of three layers of graphite in the presence
of sodium 4- Aktylvksy Benzoate based on the Harti Fouc unit

In Figure 10, the arrangement of sodium 4-anethoxyacetiloxy benzoate
anionic surfactant in graphite layers is presented. e gap between the layers
in the presence of surfactant has increased significantly, indicating the success
of the anionic surfactants in the delamination of the graphite sheets. e
electrostatic repulsion between the negative charge of the anionic surfactants and
the electron mass of the stacked graphite sheet is a useful and effective factor in
the delamination of graphite sheets and the distance between the sheets.
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Figure 10. e arrangement of anionic surfactant between the graphite layers

Molecular gap

Interlayer gaps and bond lengths related to the interaction between surfactants
and graphene layers are shown in table 7. e gap between graphite layers
have significantly increased in the presence of this supractane. Of course,
intramolecular bonds have grown insignificantly.

Table 7. Interlayer gaps and bond lengths related to the interaction between surfactants and graphene layers

Electrostatic and van der waals interaction

e electrostatic and van der waals interaction between graphite sheets, sodium
4-oxyloxybenzoate surfactant and van der waals electron cloud is shown in figure
11. In the red areas which are related to the repellent regions, the gap between
the two layers are far more than the white areas (the area of the alken surfactant
sequence).
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Figure 11. Electrostatic interaction of graphite sheets and sodium surfactant 4- actyloxybenzoate

Graphite layers and Sodium Laurate Surfactant

In this research, the arrangement of sodium laurate between graphite layers,
interlayer gap, NBO orbitals, structural energy and geometric structure is
investigated.

Studying NBO

At the beginning of the study, the single layer graphene was evaluated and
the energy changes and the amount of interaction, repulsion and HOMO and
LUMO orbitals were evaluated, which will be described in the following sections,
respectively Table 8.

Table 8. HOMO and LUMO energy levels of three layers of graphite in the presence of laurate anion

HOMO orbital

e shape of a double layer graphite HOMO orbital in the presence of sodium
laurate surfactant is presented in figure 12.

Figure 12. Double layer graphite HOMO orbital in the presence of sodium laurate surfactant

LUMO orbital

e shape of a double layer graphite LUMO orbital in the presence of sodium
laurate surfactant is presented in figure 13.
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Figure 13. Double layer graphite LUMO orbital in the presence of sodium laurate surfactant

Electrostatic interaction

In Figure 14, the electrostatic interaction of graphite plates and sodium laurates
surfactant is presented. In red areas, negative charge accumulation is more than
white and blue areas and on the other hand, the negative charge accumulation
of graphene sheet and anionic surfactant causes electrostatic repulsion and,
consequently, increases the gap between graphite layers.

Figure 14. Electrostatic interaction of graphite plates and parallel sodium
laurate surfactant (le) and perpendicular to graphite plates (right)

Investigating Graphite layers and Laurate Sodium Surfactant

e emplacement of sodium Laurate content between graphite layers and
interlayer distance and NBO orbitals and structural energy and geometric
structure was investigated which is presented as follows.

NBO reviews

At the beginning of the investigation, the graphite single layer was evaluated and
the energy changes and the amount of interaction and repulsion and HOMO
and LUMO orbitals were evaluated, which will be described respectively (Table
9).

Table 9. Investigating the flakiness of graphene sheets in n the presence of surfactants

e interaction of the three layers is similar to the two electrical layers and due
to the spaces between the graphite layers, the interaction of the layers with each
other will be significantly reduced and eventually, we will achieve the purpose of
the distribution and separation of the layers in the desired solvent.
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Link distances related to the graphene molecule before and aer interactions
with surfactant is presented in table 10. Intramolecular link distances have been
increased slightly due to the new interactions between surfactant and graphite
but the distance between two layers has considerably increased which indicates
the success of this surfactant in the separation of graphite layers.

Table 10. Link distances related to the graphene molecule
before and aer interactions with sodium laurates surfactant.

Sodium surfactant has better ability to create a distance between graphite
plates and sodium laurate, which one is due to the presence of benzene ring,
either groups and carboxylic simultaneously in this molecule. ese groups are
rich in electron and negative charge and contribute to the creation of electrostatic
repulsion and increasing the distance between the graphite plates. Sequence
length also helps to keep the distance in other areas where there is less negative
charge. e length of the Alkene sequence helps to maintain distance and like a
space obstacle prevent from joining to graphite layers.

DISCUSSION

Regading to the structure and energies obtained from DFT calculations by
Gaussian soware the following results were obtained for two surfactant
structures with graphite plates. e optimal structure showed that the presence
of benzene, ether and carboxylic groups lead to facilitate the entry of surfactants
into the plates and is a factor for starting the separation of grapheme sheets.
e longer the surfactant sequence is the desire and ability to separate the plates
by surfactant increase. e presence of an aromatic group in surfactant causes
pi-pi interaction among the surfactants, and makes the placement of the plates
in parallel with the plate of the benzene ring and also creates distance in flat
graphene sheets. In fact, the benzene end acts as a contributing factor to the
success of sodium surfactant 4-(acetyloxy) benzoate to enhance the ability of
this surfactant for separating grapheme sheets. Sodium surfactant has a better
ability to create a distance between graphite plates than sodium laurate, due to
the presence of benzene ring and the ether and carboxylic group simultaneously
in this molecule. ese groups are rich in electrons and negative charge and
contribute to the creation of an electrostatic repulsion and increasing the
distance between the graphite layers. e sequence length also helps to keep this
distance in other areas where there is less negative charge. e length of the
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Alkene sequence helps to maintain the distance and in fact, like a space obstacle
prevent from joining of graphite layers. e linear and elongated structure of
surfactant leads to maintain the distance among various areas of the two graphene
sheets. Extensive physical volume of surfactant creates distance and maintains
the distance between two graphene layers. erefore, the important parameter
in the selection of the surfactant is its chemical structure and it is attempted
to use extensive structures with elongated Alkene sequences. In addition to
the chemical structure, surfactant is also effective. Structures containing the
functional groups with negative charge including acids, esters and ketones can
improve the properties of surfactant for flakiness of graphite. Choosing the
appropriate base set is very effective in Gaussian calculations and the proper
and correct selection of it will result in accurate results consistent with the
experimental results. In this study, the base set B3LYP / 6-311 ++ G (D.P.)
and the model were selected, and the results from the base set have shown a
better match with the experimental results. By comparing the results of this study
regarding to surfactant, it can be found out that the distance created between
graphene sheets is different for two surfactants; also the difference of surfactants
of polarity leads to create final polarity of surfactant system and grapheme; thus,
the polarity rate of the solvent will be different.

SUGGESTIONS

According to the results of this study, the following points are suggested:
1. It is suggested to investigate the interaction of graphite with cationic

surfactants.
2. It is suggested to investigate the interaction of graphite with non-ionic

surfactants.
3. It is suggested to evaluate the investigation of the interaction of graphite

with short cyclo-linear polymers.
4. It is suggested to evaluate the investigation of interaction of graphite with

surfactants by Gaussian with 2 or 3 different methods and compare them with
each other.

5. It is suggested to investigate the interaction of boron nitride plates with
anionic surfactants and compare them with the results of graphite plates.

It is suggested to investigate the interaction of silicate plates with anionic
surfactants.
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